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2The modern stages of development of information 
technologies in geology
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Expert systems for  decision of forecasting problems

1. PROSPECTOR - for estimation of prospects of the search for various 
types of minerals [Duda et al., 1979];
2. DRILLING ADVISOR - at borehole drilling for geological prospecting 
[Hollander, Iwasaki, 1983].
3. GENESIS - for automation of technology of construction and use of 
prospecting-search complexes [Bugaets et al., 1986; Vostroknutov, 
1999, 2006];
4. SERGE - for classification of geochemical anomalies by searches of 
firm minerals [Bonnefoy et al., 1989];
5. GEO - for the regional forecasting of lead-zinc deposits of Bulgaria 
[Gitis et al., 1989];
6. OLOVO - for an estimation of tin deposits [Rodionov,Cyrkin, 1995];
7. Expert system for statistical forecasting of average and large deposits 
[Zhao et al., 1996].
8. Forecasting block of system GIS-INTEGRO [Cheremisina, 
Finkelshtein, 1999];
9. Expert system for an estimation of scales tungstic ore deposit 
[Mitrofanov et al., 2009].
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The system, based on knowledge - artificial
intelligence system, is one, in which subject knowledge
is presented in an explicit form and separated from
other knowledge of system.

The geological information accumulated now is used
nonrationally. In overwhelming size it is intended for
expert informing and only insignificant part of it is used
for the purpose of receiving for forecasting and
controlling solutions.

Now there is the time of transition from the systems
operating with data for the purpose of knowledge
acquisition, to the systems, which use knowledge for
solution of geological problems .

Systems, based on knowledge 
(Expert systems)



5Transformation diagram
"data – information –
knowledge - decision"
(on [Popov etc., 1996], with
additions)

The most effective systems, 
based on knowledge, are the 
hybrid expert systems, for which 
the knowledge base includes not 
only knowledge of experts, but 
also the regularities received as a 
result of the analysis of available 
databases.

The knowledge base is 
understood as the organized set 
of knowledge submitted in the 
form which supposes their 
automated use in expert system. 



According to the principle of consecutive detailing there According to the principle of consecutive detailing there 
are selected as the cores space forecastingare selected as the cores space forecasting--
metallogenicmetallogenic taxsonstaxsons: : metallogenic zone, ore region, 
ore knot, ore field and deposit. 

PurposePurpose::
Definition of oreDefinition of ore--formation type of depositsformation type of deposits;;
Estimation of their scaleEstimation of their scale..

DecisionDecision--making rules for estimation of perspective areamaking rules for estimation of perspective area: 
are are formulated by the expertformulated by the expert--geologist or settled up on geologist or settled up on 

standard database objects that raises objectivity of standard database objects that raises objectivity of 
result.result.

Units of system of decisionUnits of system of decision--making: making: 
objects of research, purpose, objects of research, purpose, decisiondecision--making rules making rules 
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8The features of construction of knowledge base at 
the using of different approaches for its designing



159Expert system for
estimations of 
Epithermal Gold-
Silver Deposit 
(Okhotsk-
Chuckchee 
Volcanic Belt, 
Northeast Russia) 
[Struzhkov, 
Konstantinov, 
Chizhova, 1999],
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ANALOGThe scheme of the process  of decision making
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TheThe complexitycomplexity ofof thethe solvingsolving problemproblem (forecasting(forecasting andand
estimationestimation ofof oreore deposits)deposits) makesmakes necessarynecessary toto useuse thethe expertexpert
systemssystems ofof hybridhybrid type,type, inin whichwhich thethe combinationcombination ofof variousvarious waysways ofof
representationrepresentation ofof scientificscientific knowledgeknowledge maymay bebe appliedapplied (expert’s(expert’s
knowledgeknowledge;; thethe regularities,regularities, receivedreceived asas thethe resultresult ofof thethe processingprocessing
ofof availableavailable database)database)..

ItIt willwill demanddemand complicationcomplication ofof usedused mathematicalmathematical methods,methods, forfor
maintenancemaintenance ofof fastfast receivingreceiving ofof reliablereliable resultsresults..
Technologies  Technologies  ASTRAASTRA and and ANALOGANALOG can be used for  development of can be used for  development of 

expert systems for estimation of diversified metallic mineral expert systems for estimation of diversified metallic mineral 
deposits. deposits. 

In each case, the specificity will consist in the creation of a In each case, the specificity will consist in the creation of a 
knowledge base for specific metal with specific information knowledge base for specific metal with specific information 
indicators designed for the solution of forecasting problems. indicators designed for the solution of forecasting problems. 

Conclusion
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